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The term subversion began to appear in art with greater frequency in the 1980s, especially with regard to the practice of artistic appropriation associated with critical art strategies.  The etymology of the word (from the Latin sub from below and the turntable) suggests that criticism can be a physical act:
tipping an object, transforming it - even destroying it - in the process of appropriation.  Undermining in this sense can be understood as a method or technique of creating a work of art through decontextualization and recontextualization of existing images from art or from a wider visual culture.  At the
same time, a more general sense of the word puts a critical position, usually in relation to the dominant culture.  But this involves protesting from a position deeply in reality criticized, not from the outside.  As Grzegorz Djamsky put it, the subversion entails imitation of the object of criticism or even
identification with it, but with a subtle shift in meaning. The moment when the values change is not always obvious to the viewer. This is not a direct criticism; it's a criticism, full of ambiguity. 2 The term subversive is particularly appealing to me in that the first meaning is a sense of physical manipulation of
materials.  This value is very useful when trying to classify, identify and analyze subversive media methods, in that it allows us to discern a group of techniques that use similar principles to create a work of art - the principles of decontextualization and recontextualizing existing media material assigned to
artistic practice.  I call the methods that have these subversive characteristics. No 3 And the word strategy, as used in my title, allows us to link the two levels of meaning to the word subversive.  The strategy combines both the theoretical aspect of artistic activity - an artistic agenda or concept - and
practical (methods and methods of setting an agenda or concept).  In the broadest sense, the strategy is a combination of perspective and technique, as Benjamin postulates; thus, following the same line of thought, I view subversive strategies in the field of media art as a combination of certain subversive
methods (e.g. found footage, video scratches and art software) with specific artistic positions and concepts (e.g. critical or analytical art).      The history of subversive methods in media art began in the field of photography: in photo montage and photo collage methods used in the artistic positions of
Dadaists, Constructivists and Surrealists; In Duchamp's photographic ready; and in photographic and the archives of Abi Warburg, Andre Malro and (a little later) Gerhard Richter.  This method has been used by different situationalists, structural-film artists, Fluxus and in pop music.  The video came up
with the following embodiment of subversive technique: video-scratching (also called the found footage video number 5).  Video scratch artists have been particularly active in socio-cultural criticism.  By undermining the meanings of the images analyzed, they wanted to redefine contemporary visual
culture, identify its unconscious assumptions and veiled concerns, and wean their audiences from the usual, routine modes of perception that contribute to a dominant culture.  In the context of critical art in the 1980s, the term allegory was used to describe subversive strategies; Six such strategies were
considered, for example, by Hal Foster in The Undermining Sign. On critical artists practicing subversion in the 1980s, Foster wrote: Everyone refers to public space, social representation or artistic language in which he or she intervenes as a target and a weapon. This shift in practice entails a change of
attitude: the artist becomes a manipulator of marks more than the manufacturer of an art object. 7 Nevertheless, allegorical strategies, although they are also based on methods of decontextualization and recontextualization of existing media materials, cover a much narrower range of artistic points of view
than subversive strategies.  They are limited to semiotic operations, and do not include subversive strategies like coolly found footage or generative art software associated with criticizing technoculture. In the interactive media, especially on the Internet, subversion has reached a whole new status, thanks
to the fact that hypertext, and in general software, consists of fragments of existing media materials.  Disruptive techniques go through a renaissance in the form of pure art, software art, and above all, browser art that provide users with the tools to transform a downloaded digital ready-made web page.  In
my opinion, software art can be considered subversive activity of proprietary software.  Artists whose works pretend to be existing proprietary software turn their attributes out and (as well as critical artists of the 1980s) reveal what was previously hidden; they reveal forgotten opportunities and potential in
technoculture. And when it comes to subversive techniques on the Internet, we also need to mention hacking activities (computer viruses, piglets) as well as artistic and/or cyber activist fake sites. In computer games, the game Software art is a subversive technique used in cyberactivism, cyberfeminism
and analytical strategies.  Machinima - creating videos based on images taken from computer games - is also worth mentioning. Sensus communism should emphasize that at the level of content, as well as technology, the purpose of the subversive strategy discussed is to make the overall symbolic
space of the area for negotiating values. These strategies also serve to establish a critical or reflective position in relation to the space.  From the point of view of technology, the convenience for users of subversive methods makes the production of works of art more egalitarian.  They become tools for
intensifying participation in the overall symbolic space, in creating their own images and in criticizing existing ones. What's more, they are the best current response to Benjamin's call to shift the focus from content to production apparatus. Disruptive strategies, using other people's images or materials,
raise questions about copyright policy.  They ask them what symbolic values should remain common public property and which may be privatized. In this, subversive strategies seem to be closely related to the idea of sensus communism and the well-being of the public space taking place in the
Enlightenment.  Such thinking is especially important in the Internet space, where subversive works of art express and legitimize such phenomena as open sources, free software and creative heritage. In the latest subversive strategies focused on the problems of public space, you can observe fatigue
with critical practices (practice of radical criticism of the material assigned for artistic activity). Especially in video and film, there seems to be an increasing focus on the desire to revive certain values and symbols that modern visual culture has abandoned or forgotten.  It is a desire to present the past in a
new light, to make traditions and history more modern.  As David Joselit wrote in The Allegory of Criticism: Disruptive activity is clearly associated with the avant-garde models of the revolution, but it is also very different from them. While the revolutionary paradigm involves cleansing up tradition and
creating a new - perhaps utopian - public order, subversion seems to be arrested at the initial moment of destruction, with few, if any, programs for a new society. clearly distinguishes many post-contemporary artists from their avant-garde predecessors, whose programs were based on the denial of
tradition, on starting all with creating your own utopian visions as the point of departure of history and its ultimate goal.  Like Hughessen, I nevertheless view the avant-garde as a post-modern tradition, and I see post-modern subversive techniques that I have described as an extension of avant-garde
practices such as collage, photo montage and ready. Three very interesting examples of the use of subversive techniques found frames and video-scratching are the film and video work of Eef Robakowski: 6,000,000, Art Is Power! and in memory of L. Brezhnev.  6,000,000 Jazef Robakowski made his
first film-found footage - 6,000,000 - in 1962 (it's also one of the first Polish film-found footage of No 11).  At the same time he worked simultaneously in two art groups - Petla (Loop) and Nol-61, and he consistently denied the established boundaries between different media, between art and the real world,
and between the audience and the artist.  In his work he returned to the rationalist anti-Islamist traditions of Dadaism and Constructivism; even at this early stage, he had already focused not on the creation of completed works, but on the rational construction of machinery and contexts for the production of
works.  These techniques allowed the artist, first, to deconstruct the values of traditional art and, secondly, to intervene in the surrounding reality. Jazef Robakowski's 6,000,000 can be seen in the early signs of Robakowski's artistic practice becoming a liquid hybrid tactic typical of neo-avant-garde artists. 
Through the highly formal structure of the film, the artist plays a tricky game with artistic traditions; at the same time, through this theme, it delves deep into the socio-political sphere.  In dealing with the Holocaust, Robakowski seems to be exercising Benjamin's mandates of responsibility for the past, for
memory and its particularly traumatic aspects.  In 6,000,000 Robakowski tried to fight a process that Huyssen called creative oblivion, in which memory and oblivion are inextricably intertwined: Memory (just as Freud viewed it) is another form of oblivion, and forgetting is a form of hidden memory.  This
dialectical process of forming memories strongly influences the modern public discourse about historical memory.  Robakowski seems to view this discourse (and the entire contemporary visual culture) as part of what Oussen called amnesia: No. 12 eliminating the tension between past and present in the
culture of the eternal present. In 6,000,000 people, evoking the most traumatic images of the Holocaust, the artist criticises modern efforts to make the terrifying past more tolerant, more user-friendly.  The work seems particularly apt now, in the era of historical memory is an era in which museums begin to
resemble theatres, and the connection between capital and culture of memorization is becoming more and more apparent. 13 In 6,000,000 Robakowski revives the memory of the Holocaust, for (as Benjamin noted), what happened in the past can be repeated, regardless of the obvious course of history, if
the present does not recognize it. who experimented with photography and film.  Gradually, he became interested in analyzing the attributes of these media for the mechanical reproduction and distribution of images.  6,000,000 is an attempt to build a new rational technique of expression using existing
images of the film, No. 15, and also illustrates the beginning of Robakowski's interest in the material dimension of the film.  The work is full of various formal experiments, such as interweaving of photographic negatives and positives. Through the structure of the film, the artist seeks to present the theme in
an innovative manner; his experiments with editing, with different types of shots, focus and with cut images, all serve his purpose at odds with the norm in this type of presentation. In these aspects of The Robakowski film, we can see the balance typical of early films with found footage (such as Bruce
Conner's film) - between a very formal, cold approach to finding material on the one hand, and, on the other hand, a desire to create a certain kind of representative narrative. In memory of L. Brezhnev and art there is a force in the MEMORY of L. Brezhnev Ezef Robakowski since the objective
transmission (1973), No. 16 Jazef Robakowski systematically experiments with television technologies.  And ever since he wrote Video Art: A Chance to Get Closer to Reality (1976) he's been trying to formulate a theory of the attitude of artists (including himself) to this medium.  In this essay he strongly
distinguishes between television and video, regarding the former as in complete opposition to the latter, despite the fact that in terms of technology television is identical to video art.  Tv... the most memorable tool for reflecting reality... This is the environment that was immediately entrusted with the
function of mass expression of the wishes of those who control this miraculous invention of the 20th century.  Video is an opposition that undermines the utilitarian nature of television as an institution; it is an artistic movement that, through its independence, exposes the mechanisms of manipulating and
pressuring others into telling them how to live. 17 We can see in the memory of L. Brezhnev 18 (1982) and Art is power! (1985) as illustrations, so or four, of this thesis. It's a video. based on the use of existing media material recorded from the TV screen.  They are part of the My Very Own Cinema series,
which the artist has been working on since the late 1970s. powerful emotional states that accompanied real life.  He wrote: My own movie is that I work when nothing works... This is a direct projection of a person's thoughts while taking pictures.  Unstoppable by fashion, aesthetics and established
linguistic codes, he is close to his life. 20 It is worth emphasizing that the works Memory of L. Brezhnev and Art is power! expressed the artist's complete opposition to the political reality of martial law in Poland in the 1980s.  The same protest is expressed in other works of Robakowski during this period,
such as the exhibition newspaper (Exchange Gallery, 1982) and the film The Notebook (1980/81). Technologically, the development of My Very Own Cinema has been closely linked to video as a medium, especially with the advent of portable home video equipment, which has allowed unprecedented
intimacy between the environment and the life of the operator.  Thus, both in theory and in practice, My Very Own Cinema can be seen as the culmination of a long process of research and experimentation, which Robakovsky undertook in the 1960s and 70s in his search for a new cinematic form, which
was neither a feature film nor a documentary. this expands to penetrating semi-logical analysis, No. 22, as well as active critical revelations of the ideological content of television in the socialist era of Poland.  These guerrilla semiotics can be traced in Robakowski's relentlessly neo-Dadaist tendencies
(which began in his zero 61 days), manifested in his many acts of transgression, intervention and provocation aimed at violating or criticizing established norms. Ezef Robakowski All these characteristics mean that these two films seem to combine two elements that are constantly present in Robakowski's
work: on the one hand, a conceptual/analytical study of the nature of the environment and its language; and on the other hand, the desire to deconstruct and expose contradictions and lies in order to criticize it.  There is power in art! and in the memory of L. Brezhnev Robakowski reveals the totalitarian
origin of the images he uses, exposing the painstakingly disguised cult of personality and the sacred nature of communist state ceremonies. I would consider the subversive work of Robakowski (and position from which they arise) in the context of the critical art of the 1980s, which is associated with terms
such as allegory, post-modernism of resistance and post-structuralism.  As Hal Foster noted, allegories using subversive methods were engaged in criticizing the spectacle. These artists use existing materials from the visual mass culture of late capitalist societies and see them as elements that build
reality that do not reflect it; they examine their inadequacy in the light of the social, political and/or cultural reality they represent. It is important to emphasize, however, that Robakowski's position in the 1980s, with his deep involvement in the socio-political sphere, was a continuation (or rather, a new
incarnation) of the subversive position he took back in the 1960s.25 As I mentioned, Robakowski repeatedly took a critical position in public discourse.  An important document delineating his subversive position is I manipulate! in which he wrote: In the art of playing on manipulation is an unworthy and
extremely disgraceful concept.  It is generally accepted that a true artist is a sincere person who has deep feelings for his own existence and is rooted in great suffering and passion. The artist is a special, specially endowed ODDITY, shrouded in the mystery of his special ways.  At the same time, the
question of whether I am an artist is of great interest to me.  Because I can categorically state that throughout my life of my art, I am feeding on manipulation that serves to blur my personal image.  I am convinced that the artist is a kind of deceitful fraud, a social kanker whose life force is manipulated for
his own purposes as a defense against destruction, that is against public recognition and recognition. 26 Robakowski caused genuine outrage in art circles with this kind of declaration.  In I Manipulate! he makes it clear that participation in games, subversion and provocation is an important part of his art. 
Disruptive activity, in his case, is the position and technique of transgressive changes in the mentality of both the artist and the audience/participants in his artistic activities. Warsaw, July 2004 (translated by Sheryl Howard Posecza) Pociecha)
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